I understand that my child/ren must adhere to the rules set out for travelling on the bus as outlined in the Bus Code of Conduct. The rules have been put in place to ensure the health and safety of all passengers.

If my child misbehaves, his/her behaviour will be written in the Log Book. Repeated poor behaviour on the buses will result in sanctions being issued as follows:

1. a verbal warning is given
2. a verbal warning is given and a note is written in the child’s passport
3. parents are invited in
4. the child is taken off the bus for one week and the responsibility of transportation lies with the parents
5. the child is taken off the bus for two weeks and the responsibility of transportation lies with the parents

If all sanctions fail to remedy the situation, the child will be excluded from using the bus. There will be no entitlement to a refund in the fees paid.

______________________________________________________________

Name of child(ren) .......................................................... Class ..........

.......................................................... Class ..........

.......................................................... Class ..........

I have read, understood and accepted the bus rules.

Signed: .................................................. Date ..................